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CHANGES in Technology
 
Telecommunication 
Artificial Memory (recording, switching)

➛ Information retrieval
➛ Knowledge organisation

 





Paul Otlet

 

1895ff = Répertoire bibliographique universel 
Réseau de communication, de cooperation et 
d‘èchanges
Classeurs, cerveau méchanique
                                   ➛ Accessing knowledge

 



Mediasphere

1) Access to knowledge
2)  Tools for access

= problem of the user 
interface (input/output)



Telephone Operator (1900) 



Automatic exchange: Operator  (Hildesheim, 1908) 



»Automation«

1888 – Telephone switch-board
 = manual exchange was replaced by 
 electromechanical automatic 
 telephone exchange (A. Strowger)

Dial Service - Routing calls automatically 
means automatic number detection and 
buffer store (cache memory)



Introducing »Information«

„A device with two stable positions, 
such as a relay or a flip-flop circuit, 
can store one bit of information.“ 

Claude E. Shannon, The Bell System 
Technical Journal 1948

  - store
    - transmit
  - process



Brief history of Interface

1) as a concept acces content 
in a media system 

2)  as an interplay between 
technology and the senses

 



Interface 

(„inter“ + „facies“ = an interaction 
between components through input/

output system and an a protocol)

➛ hardware interface
➛ software interface

➛ user interface



What an INTERFACE does: enables 
communication of unrelated „objects“

HARDWARE ➛ sequencing signals 
(mechanic to electronic etc.)

SOFTWARE ➛ translating „language“ 
through a protocol

USER ➛ transposing modes with 
devices (input/output)



»Cybernetics«

  „… no human intervention … 
all the logical decisions necessary 
should be built into the machine 
itself.“
„Information is information, not matter 
or energy“ Norbert Wiener 
 Cybernetics. Or Control and Communication 
            in the Animal and the Machine (1948)





When Computers were Human (David A. Grier)



Vannevar Bush (Differential Analyzer, 1935)



„As we may think“ (1945)
For years inventions have extended man‘s physical 
powers rather than the powers of his mind … 
»Professionally our methods of transmitting and 
reviewing the results of research are generations old 
and by now are totally inadequate for their purpose.
Our ineptitude in getting at the record is largely 
caused by the artificiality of systems of indexing 
(= alphabetically or numerically). The human mind 
does not work that way. It operates by association.«
                                    
                                                          Vannevar Bush



Memex Machine (Memory Extender, 1937-1945)



„A top U.S. scientist 
foresees a possible future 
world in which man-made 

machine will start to 
think.“ (Life Magazin)



„I propse to consider the question: can 
machines think?“

Alan Touring: Computing machinery 
and intelligence, 1950











The UNIVAC, first computer on TV  [ CBS News 1952 ] 





CODE

Telegraph to Computer

 



Baudot (5 Bit) Code for alphabet and control signals  

Émile Baudot 1870 – each character is represented 
by a series of bits and sent over a communication 
channel (telegraph, radio) by using a keyboard 
(Teleprinter code).



Character encoding ➛ no more direct 
correlation between the operator‘s hand 
movement and the bits transmitted. Code 
gets machine readable 

1870 - Baudot Code = series of Bits
1901 – Murray Code = the most frequently 
used characters get the fewest punched holes
1938 – TeleTypeWriter (Siemens&Halske)

1960 - ASCII Code = American Standard 
Code for Information Interchange





Harvard Mark I  (digital computer, 1944) 



 



Visual Interfaces -
Tools for Access

Standardisation of a mode 
+ code = cultural technique

 






SAGE

Semi-Automatic Ground  Environment
an interoperating, computerbased command-and-
control system for air defense
SAGE System = 
   24 Direction centers, 
   100 Combat Centers, 
   1 Computer

 




AN/FSQ-7 (Whirlwind II)



USER interface

SAGE demonstrated pioneering solutions to the 
problem of the user interface. The System displayed 
extremely large amounts of information to its 
operators using the then-new cathode ray tube; 
operators could then obtain additional information 
on aircraft tracks by selecting them with a light gun.







NLS-demo 1968

San Francisco 1968, On Line System

  www.mousesite.org
www.livinginternet.com

http://www.mousesite.org
http://www.mousesite.org
http://www.livinginternet.com
http://www.livinginternet.com


S.R.I. 1962-1967 „Bootstrap Institute“
Douglas Engelbart

„augmenting 
human intellect“

„





„Bitmapping“
= each picture element, each dot of light on the display 
screen is connected to one bit of information in a specific 
place in the computer‘s memory.

 



„Display Control“
= a visual interface defined communcation between men 
and machine.

 





„WIMP“ System: 
 Windows
 Menue
 Icons
 Pointing

Iconic Visuali-
sation of the 
US-office routine



Engelbart‘s project involved not just the 
invention of a computerized system that 
would enable humans acting together, to 
manage complexity, but the invention of 
a new kind of human, „the user.“
Ultimately he envisioned a „bootstraping“ 
process by which these who actually 
invented the hardware and software of 
this new system would simultaneously 
reinvent the human in a new form. 
           (Bardini)



Licklider: The Computer as a Communication Device, 1968



Computer ... 

„In a few years, men will be able to communicate 
more efficiently through a machine than face to 
face. […] 
A communications engineer thinks of 
communicating as transferring information from 
one point to another in codes and signals. But 
communicating is more than to send and to 
receive. […] 
 Today the on-line communities are separated from 
one another functionally as well as geographically. 
[…] 



… as a communication device
“What will on-line interactive communities be like? 
In most fields they will consist of geographically 
separated members, sometimes grouped in small 
clusters and sometimes working individually. They 
will be communities not of common location, but of 
common interest. […] 
When people do their informational work ‘at the 
console’ and ‘through the network,’ 
telecommunications will be as natural an extension 
of individual work as face-to-face communication 
is now.”                                         (J.C.R. Licklider)



  1960 Man-Computer Symbiosis
1962 On-line Man-Computer Comm.
1968 The Computer as a 
Communication device

              J.C.R. Licklider (et al.) from ARPA
  [ Advances Research Projects Agency ]



Change in communication paradigm:

  Linear model: the channel = 
 „speaking into the air“
 (Mass media)
  Cybernetic Model: the meeting = 
 Feedback & Interfaces 
 (Media environments)



Communication in Networks: from 
transmitting messages to datastreams

➛ L. Kleinrock:
„Information Flow in
Large Communication
Nets (MIT Thesis 1961)

Computer networking
by packet-switching



Networked communications:

  Time sharing = sharing CPU time at the 
 „console“, by multitasking
  Multi-user system, Mainframe+Terminals

Mainframes need Mini-computerss (IMPs) for 
network communication; terminals eventually 
became desktops or personal computers 
(PCs) 



➛

 

 



Connections

„Layers“ of the Internet, 
markup language creates a 
new Surface

View control = Interface as 
cultural technique



Stages in Networked Communications:

1970 ➛ NETWORKS (connecting computers) 
1980 ➛ INTERNET (connecting networks)
1990 ➛ WEB (connecting documents)
2000 ➛ SOCIAL WEB 2.0 (connecting people)
2010 ➛ SEMANTIC WEB (connect ontologies  
       - Internet of things)
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